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Abstract. Sentiment analysis is currently a popular research area which methods
are usually divided into two main types. Both of them, methods based on machine learning as well as dictionary based methods, are dependent on manually
annotated corpora. These corpora contain manually annotated documents which
are necessary for the training and evaluation of machine learning based methods
and for the evaluation of dictionary based methods. The aim of our research
summarized in this work is to provide methods to make this annotation more effective. The main methods used to achieve this are automatic corpora creation,
active learning and annotation suggestions.

1. Introduction
Sentiment analysis is a research area which is devoted to the methods for automatic quantification of subjective evaluations expressed in textual content [1]. These methods can be
divided into two main groups, where the first one consist of methods utilizing machine
learning, while the second one consist of methods based on use of dictionaries and rules
for their application [2]. However the corpora, as sets of manually annotated documents,
are usually mentioned in context of machine learning based methods, they are necessary
also for the evaluation of dictionary based methods. Hence a part of our research related to
the sentiment analysis is devoted to the methods facilitating the creation of these corpora.
In the following section we will shortly describe our results in their automatic creation as
well as facilitation of the annotation process.

2. Automatic creation of corpora
The first way how to overcome the necessity of the manual annotation of documents is to
utilize the existing sources of annotated documents. Examples of such a source are review
sites, where the textual evaluations as well as the corresponding numerical evaluation are
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present. In the work [3] we evaluated the possibility of automated creation of corpora from
online reviews. The reviews were crawled, scrapped and used as a training corpus. Moreover the training corpus, created as a selection from these reviews, was adapted to the content of the testing corpus. The results of the experiments showed that the proposed solution offers relatively good estimates of the emotional orientation of the text, although the
increased precision of the classification through consideration of thematic similarities of
documents within the training and testing corpora wasn’t confirmed. The impact of the so
called domain dependency of classifiers we analyzed also in the work [4]. We first used
clustering in order to identify thematically similar evaluations and then we compared the
within and between cluster sentiment analysis precision. The achieved results confirmed
the possibility to use clustering according to the topic in order to increase the precision of
sentiment analysis. This can be subsequently used for the selection of automatically gathered online reviews to the corpora which better fits the topic of the target domain.

3. Document annotation facilitation
The creation of corpora can be supported also by smart selection of documents for annotation using active learning methods. However active learning is a common strategy used in
text mining, currently it is a lack of systematical research devoted to its application in the
context of sentiment analysis. Hence in our work [1] we evaluated six active learning strategies applicable in the context of sentiment analysis, from which three were based on classification uncertainty and three on sentiment dictionaries. The results of experiments confirmed the increase of the corpus quality in terms of higher classification accuracy
achieved on the test set for most of the evaluated strategies. In case of active learning strategy based on support vector machines we achieved more than 20% higher accuracy in
comparison to the random strategy for selection of documents for annotation. Another
way how to facilitate the annotation process is trough annotation suggestions. In our work
[5] we proposed an annotation tool providing annotation suggestions based on naïve
Bayes classifier, which can be accepted or corrected by the user. The proposed tool was
adapted especially for the needs of aspect-based sentiment analysis, which is a sentiment
analysis at the level of particular aspects of the evaluations. In our later works [6][7] we
combined the annotation suggestions with active learning strategy based on uncertainty of
naïve Bayes classifier and confirmed the increase of annotation effectiveness.

4. Conclusions
In this work we summarized our research devoted to the facilitation of corpora creation,
either by automation of its creation as well as by incorporation of active learning for effective selection of documents for annotation. The achieved results confirmed the possibility
of utilisation of booth groups of strategies.
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